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Abstract: As proof of concept, we simulate a revised kidney allocation system that 

includes deceased donor (DD) kidneys as chain-initiating kidneys (DD-CIK) in a kidney 
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paired donation pool (KPDP), and estimate potential increases in number of transplants. 

We consider chains of length 2 in which the DD-CIK gives to a candidate in the KPDP, 

and that candidate’s incompatible donor donates to the deceased donor (DD) waitlist. In 

simulations, we vary initial pool size, arrival rates of candidate/donor pairs and (living) 

non-directed donors (NDDs), and delay time from entry to the KPDP until a candidate is 

eligible to receive a DD-CIK. Using data on candidate/donor pairs and NDDs from the 

Alliance for Paired Kidney Donation, and the actual DDs from the Scientific Registry of 

Transplant Recipients (SRTR) data, simulations extend over two years. With an initial 

pool of 400, respective candidate and NDD arrival rates of two per day and 3 per month, 

and delay times for access to DD-CIK of 6 months or less, including DD-CIKs increases 

the number of transplants by at least 447 over two years, and greatly reduces waiting 

times of KPDP candidates. Potential effects on waitlist candidates are discussed as are 

policy and ethical issues.

Introduction

A kidney paired donation pool (KPDP) comprises pairs consisting of kidney transplant 

candidates and their intended but incompatible donors as well as non-directed donors 

(NDDs) who are willing to donate a kidney to a candidate in the pool. A virtual 

crossmatch, based on donor HLA antigens and candidate sensitivities, blood types and 

possibly other candidate or donor criteria, provides a tentative set of potential transplants, 

specifying which candidates are possibly compatible with which donors (1-4). 

Transplants proceed through cycles or via chains initiated by an NDD. In a cycle of 

length k, the donor of the first pair donates to the candidate in the next pair which is 

completed when the donor in the kth pair gives a kidney to the candidate in the first pair 

(5). A chain of length k is initiated by an NDD, who gives to a candidate in the first pair, 

the donor of whom gives to the candidate in the second pair. The final donor in the kth 

pair can either donate to the deceased donor waitlist, yielding a domino paired donation 

chain (6-8), or can stay in the pool as a bridge donor (BD) and act as an NDD in the 

future, creating a non-simultaneous extended altruistic donor (NEAD) chain (9-12). 
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A KPDP is usually managed through a sequence of match runs, leading to the selection of 

disjoint cycles and chains for transplant (13, 14). Once a set of transplants is selected, 

there is a chance that they cannot be implemented for various reasons. For example, the 

confirmatory laboratory crossmatch may be positive, the patient or donor may be ill or 

unavailable, or the proposed transplant may be refused.  In some instances, there may be 

fallbacks available when a cycle or chain fails. Fallbacks lead to a wide variety of 

possible optimization algorithms that can result in substantial improvements in the 

number of transplants achieved, especially if the time between match runs is large (15-

18).  If the withdrawal rates from the KPDP are relatively large, recent work (19) has 

shown that frequent match runs are most efficient, and in this case, fallback strategies 

may be less advantageous. 

Various authors have suggested using deceased donor kidneys to initiate chains of 

transplants within a KPDP, where the donor of the last candidate transplanted would give 

back to the waitlist. Utilizing deceased donor chain-initiating kidneys (DD-CIK) has the 

potential advantage of leveraging additional transplants resulting from a DD kidney (20-

24). In the simplest case, a DD-CIK is donated to a KPD candidate, whose paired donor, 

by prior agreement, subsequently donates to the waitlist, thus generating two transplants 

instead of one. 

As a proof of concept, we simulate assigning selected DD kidneys to a KPDP by altering 

the current allocation sequence. For a DD kidney with kidney donor profile index (KDPI) 

between 21 and 35, we consider offering at most one kidney to the KPDP just prior to the 

allocation of the kidney to the local Donation Service Area (DSA). (See the supporting 

information for more detail.) We report on the simplest case where the donor associated 

with the KPD candidate receiving the DD-CIK would donate to the waitlist within a few 

days, if possible, replacing the kidney that was diverted in the allocation scheme. We 

believe this is of particular interest since it would be logistically a relatively simple way 

to incorporate DD-CIKs.     

Previous articles have discussed ethical and policy issues that can arise from such a 

proposal. We have included comments on some of these in the Discussion. 
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Methods

Data

This study used data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR). The 

SRTR data system includes data on all deceased donors, wait-listed candidates, and 

transplant recipients in the US, submitted by the members of the Organ Procurement and 

Transplantation Network (OPTN). The Health Resources and Services Administration 

(HRSA), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services provides oversight to the 

activities of the OPTN and SRTR contractors. The study also used data on candidates and 

donors from the Alliance for Paired Kidney Donation (APKD) comprising 2068 pairs and 

156 NDDs. Virtual crossmatches for every possible transplant between donors and 

candidates were assessed based on ABO blood type and HLA antigen-antibody 

compatibility at HLA-A, B, Bw4, Bw6, Cw, DQB, DR, DRw51, DRw52, and DRw53.  

Simulating an initial mature KPDP. 

Each simulation begins with the creation of a ‘mature’ KPDP of size 400 or 800 

pairs/NDDs. To achieve this, we consider arrivals of pairs and NDDs at average rates of 

30/month and one/month, respectively. We simulate a match run every 30 days, selecting 

cycles and chain segments of size three or less. The probability that a chosen transplant is 

not completed is the same as in the main simulation described below.  If a chosen cycle 

or chain fails, then we make use of any available fallbacks that might be present.  BDs 

are carried forward to the next match run as in a NEAD approach. We continue this 

process until the total number of pairs, NDDs and BDs following a match run is at least 

400 (800). This mature pool is intended to mimic KPD pools currently in operation with a 

large proportion of candidates with high computed panel reactive antibodies (CPRA) 

and/or of blood type O. 

 

The main simulation
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1. SRTR data were used to obtain the actual sequence of deceased donors for the 

calendar years 2016-2017. One kidney obtained from an individual DD with a KDPI 

between 21% and 35% is eligible to be a DD-CIK unless:

a. It has been discarded, or transplanted as a medical emergency, or transplanted 

‘en bloc’, or simultaneously with another organ (e.g. pancreas or liver). 

b. It was donated prior to being made available to the local DSA as per 

classification 42 in Table 8-6 of (25).  That is, the kidney was allocated to a 

zero mismatch (0MM) candidate, a candidate with a CPRA≥ 98%, a candidate 

in the same OPO who is a previous living donor (LD), or a candidate under 

age 18.

2. Candidates along with one or more associated donors and NDDs are drawn at random 

and with replacement from the APKD database. Events within the KPDP are as 

follows:  

a. A match run is carried out every 10 days seeking cycles or chain segments of 

length 3 or less. Chain segments emanate from an NDD or BD. At the end of a 

chain segment is a BD who is carried forward to the next match run as an 

NDD.  

b. Each pair or NDD/BD in a selected transplant is unavailable with probability 

0.1.  In addition, the proposed transplant is unacceptable or yields a positive 

lab crossmatch with probability 0.1 plus an additional probability depending 

on the CPRA of the candidate (9) (See Table 1.)

c. In a match run, pairs and NDDs identified for possible transplants are 

considered “inactive, awaiting transplant” for nine days, after which 

untransplanted pairs and NDDs return to the pool. Fallbacks are used if 

available to salvage matches from failed cycles or chains.       

d. Untransplanted pairs depart the KPDP with a probability of 0.0005 each day. 

This is a relatively low withdrawal rate that corresponds to about a 5% 

attrition in a 100-day period. We also considered a higher rate of 0.0015 as a 

sensitivity analysis and the results were similar in character (see supporting 

information).            
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e. If not transplanted for 90 days (9 match runs), NDDs and BDs leave the pool 

and potentially donate to the DD waitlist. 

3. Deceased donor-initiated chain:  One organ is selected from each eligible DD with 1 

or 2 eligible kidneys (see 1. above) and offered to the KPDP just before it would be 

offered in the allocation sequence to adults in the local donor service area (DSA). 

The transplant from a DD-CIK to a pair fails or is refused with a probability of 0.2 

plus an additional probability based on the candidate’s CPRA (see Table1, which 

also describes one exception). The organ donated back to the waitlist from the KPDP 

replaces the diverted DD organ and is offered at the DSA of the originating DD-CIK. 

A DD-CIK is allocated to the KPDP as follows:

i) A DD-CIK is only given to a candidate of the same blood type.

ii) Candidates with a negative virtual crossmatch are ordered corresponding 

to the blood types of their donors with precedence O, B, A, AB, and ties 

are broken by the point score (25) used in the DD waitlist.  If the highest-

ranked KPDP pair for a given DD-CIK is found to be non-viable, we offer 

the kidney to the next highest-ranked pair and so on. 

iii) DD-CIK organs are not allocated to candidates in the KPDP with 

CPRA>=98%. Such candidates are already prioritized above the local 

level in the kidney allocation sequence (25). These candidates, however, 

are eligible for transplant in KPDP match runs. 

The following factors are varied in the simulation: 

 KPD only versus DD&KPD. In the former, match runs occur only within the 

KPDP whereas, in the latter, we incorporate DD-CIKs as discussed above. 

 Number of pairs/NDDs in the initial mature KPDP (400, 800)  

 Number of incompatible pairs entering the KPDP per year (365, 730)

 Number of NDDs entering the KPDP per year (12, 36, 60)

 Delay time (months) before a candidate entering the KPDP is eligible for a DD-

CIK (0,1,3,6,12). (This does not affect KPD-only results.)

We performed 6 simulations of two-year duration for each of the 240 combinations.  

Table 2 describes the steps in the simulation for the KPD&DD and KPD only strategies. 
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Simulations were programmed in C++ and carried out on a Linux cluster maintained by 

the Department of Biostatistics, University of Michigan. 

3.  Results

The initial KPDP is generated so as to have characteristics of a mature pool like those 

currently in existence, thus O blood type and high CPRA are overrepresented in the 

candidates as shown in Table 3. The average time to generate the initial pools of size 400 

and 800 was 650 and 1465 days respectively.

For an untransplanted pair departure rate of 0.0005 per day and various arrival rates and 

delay times, Table 4a (4b) summarizes the average number of transplants achieved over 

two years and associated standard errors with an initial pool size of 400 (800) 

pairs/NDDs, for the KPD&DD and KPD only strategies. Similar tables for a pair 

departure rate of 0.0015 per day are presented in the supporting information. The final 

column of each table gives the average number of additional transplants in the KPDP 

achieved through KPD&DD as compared to KPD only. Over two years, these gains vary 

from 233 to 637 additional transplants across the cases considered.  In contrast to the 

effect on KPD alone, increasing the number of NDDs has only a relatively small effect on 

the total number of transplants achieved in the KPD&DD strategy but increasing the 

number of NDDs reduces the number of DD-CIKs used. As the delay time increases, the 

total number of transplants achieved in the KPD&DD strategy decreases due to a large 

decrease in the number of DD-CIK transplants offset in part by a smaller increase in LD 

transplants.

It is important to note that both strategies, KPD&DD and KPD only, result in 

approximately the same number of organs being offered to the DD waitlist. However, for 

a kidney identified as DD-CIK, the kidney donated to the waitlist is from an LD under 

the KPD&DD strategy and from a DD in the KPD-only strategy. In the KPD&DD 

strategy, the DD-CIKs are replaced with LDs that typically score well compared to the 

DDs in the KDPI scale (23). Thus, the gains seen in Table 4a and 4b reflect the overall 

gain in numbers of transplants through implementing the KPD&DD strategy. Note that 

the gains in number of transplants do not include the LD chain-ending kidneys that are 
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returned immediately to waitlist candidates or any additional transplants from the NDDs 

or associated BDs who donate to the DD waitlist. 

Table 5 summarizes the distribution of blood types of the DD-CIKs and the 

corresponding LDs who give to the DD waitlist for various delay times and an initial pool 

size of 400 averaged over all simulations. For example, in the first panel of Table 5, on 

average 531 of the DD-CIKs are blood type O donating to a blood type O KPD 

candidate, and 133 blood type O LD kidneys are donated to blood type O candidates on 

the DD waitlist, thus generating a net total of 664 Blood type O recipients transplanted.  

Most candidates in a KPDP are also on the DD waitlist, so there would be a net increase 

on average of 133 blood type O waitlist candidates transplanted with KPD&DD 

compared to KPD only. Donation of 531 DD-CIKs of Blood Type O to the KPDP 

generates 115, 81, 305 and 29 blood type O, B, A, and AB LD donations to the waitlist.  

The average number of O transplants per DD-CIK of blood type O is 664/531=1.25 for a 

delay time of 0, and 1.21, 1.18 and 1.15 for delay times of 3, 6, and 12 months. Note that 

the results in Table 5 are averaged over the levels of all variables not controlled in the 

table. 

For various inputs, Figures 1 and 2 respectively exhibit the distribution of CPRA and 

candidate blood type in the KPDP for the KPD&DD and KPD only strategies for an 

initial pool size of 400. Additional results for pool size 800 are given in the supporting 

information. In all of these results, the pairs with CPRA≥98 have been removed since 

their allocation priority precedes the allocation of the DD at the local level. Table S4 of 

the supporting information summarizes some simulation results on CPRA≥98 candidates. 

In the KPDP&DD strategy, the pool size rapidly decreases for 150 to 250 days and then 

is stable with 100 to 200 pairs in statistical equilibrium with input and output in balance. 

In the KPD only strategy, the pool continues to increase steadily with time.  

Figure 3 shows the average accumulated number of DD-CIK transplants, LD transplants 

from chains and LD transplants from cycles in the KPDP over the two years for arrival 

rates of 365 and 730 pairs per year and 36 versus 60 NDDs per year. Results are averaged 

over other variables. In the KPD&DD strategy, the overall number of transplants does not 

depend much on the arrival rate of NDDs although this does affect the distribution of 
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transplants between chains and cycles. The cumulative plot for DD-CIK transplants 

shows that an equilibrium is reached after 150 days when the plot becomes linear; in 

equilibrium, the KPD&DD strategies would divert on average approximately 160 to 275 

DD-CIKs on an annual basis.  In the KPD only strategy, the number of transplants 

increases with the arrival rate of NDDs. 

For specific inputs, Figure 4 presents average Kaplan-Meier curves for the waiting time 

for transplant of patients in the KPDP depending on patient blood types and CPRA in the 

KPD&DD versus KPD only strategies. Table 6 presents medium waiting times for a 

transplant as well as the percentage transplanted by 200 days for blood type and CPRA 

groups. As can be seen, waiting times tend to be shorter for the KPD&DD strategy and 

much shorter for blood type O candidates in particular. 

Discussion

In this article, we considered the simplest of possible chains created by the DD-CIK, 

where the donation to a candidate in the KPDP is followed by a donation by that 

candidate’s LD to the DD waitlist. There would be possibilities of longer chains (20-22), 

and we are investigating these, but this simplest case is of interest in its own right since 

each transaction involving a DD-CIK is typically concluded in a few days. In addition, 

we have demonstrated that this approach results in a substantial increase in the number of 

transplants achieved.  Even in the environment of several KPD programs as in the United 

States, this approach would be relatively simple to implement, perhaps with some rules to 

accommodate allocating DD-CIKs to the different pools.

 

There are many variations that could be considered that involve different selections of 

DD-CIKs or different ways of handling DD-CIK donations (21, 22, 24).  For example, 

one could divert a smaller proportion of organs over a wider KDPI range (21 to 85 say, 

instead of 21 to 35 as modeled here); it would then be important to build into the 

simulation acceptance probabilities depending on KDPI of the DD-CIK, in addition to 

CPRA of the KPD candidate, and perhaps other variables.

Candidates with CPRA>98% are currently given priority in the OPTN allocation system 

(25). It would be possible to prioritize in the allocation sequence, CPRA>98% candidates 
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in the KPDP over CPRA>98% candidates generally. This could be done with the 

prearranged agreement that the incompatible donors of the high CPRA candidates would 

correspondingly donate to the waitlist.  Currently such candidates could receive a DD 

transplant given the priorities in the allocation sequence, but there would be no 

expectation that the associated LD would donate to the waitlist.  Note that 0MM could be 

treated in a similar manner, as could donations of DDs with KDPI≤20%. 

The role of NDDs in the KPD&DD strategy is particularly interesting. Overall, increasing 

the number of NDDs does not appreciably increase the number of transplants in the 

KPD&DD strategy although it does in the KPD only strategy. In the KPD&DD strategy, 

however, increasing the number of NDDs results in a similar decrease in the number of 

DD-CIKs required. In the simulations, each NDD or BD arising from an NDD initiated 

chain donates to the DD waitlist after 90 days with no match. So, even in the KPD&DD 

strategy, NDDs increase transplants overall, just not in the KPDP. 

Similarly, increasing the delay time results in a decrease in the number of transplants 

gained offset by a substantial decrease in the number of DD-CIKs used (Table 4). It may 

seem important to have a period of time before a new arrival to the KPDP is eligible for a 

DD-CIK transplant, so the delay time of 0, which is optimum in terms of the number of 

transplants achieved, may not be acceptable. A delay time of 3 months or possibly six 

months may be a reasonable compromise. 

This use of DD-CIKs gives a new category of candidate, namely one with a willing but 

incompatible donor, a high priority in the allocation sequence, which is similar to that 

given to 0MM candidates or patients with CPRA>98%.  In 2016, there were 609 and 

1427 DD organs allocated to 0MM and CPRA>98% respectively, and in total 955 of 

these were blood type O. In contrast, this proposal would have diverted a much smaller 

number of DDs. For example, in an initial pool of 400 and 730 pair arrivals per year with 

a 3-month delay, an average of 315 DD-CIKs would have been diverted over each of the 

two years (Table 4b). Furthermore, unlike priority to 0 MM and CPRA >98%, a priority 

for DD-CIK would increase the total number of transplants achieved 
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Patients with LDs tend to be from a higher socio-economic group and so priority to DD-

CIKs could be seen as further disadvantaging underrepresented minorities. This priority, 

however, would maintain the same number of transplants offered to the waitlist, so there 

is no overall disadvantage to patients who do not have a LD. In fact, the overall average 

waiting time on the waitlist would be decreased by the policy (since KPD candidates are 

also waitlist candidates) and the policy would reduce the demand for DDs generally. On 

the other hand, the use of DD-CIKs in this way might negatively affect some candidates, 

especially O candidates with high PRA near the top of the waitlist (20, 21, 24). If, 

however, a DD is compatible with such a candidate in the local DSA and that donor has 

two kidneys to offer at the local level, one would be a DD-CIK whereas the other could 

still transplant the local candidate. 

One concern about the use of DDs as NDDs is that the LD returning to the waitlist may 

be of poorer quality than the DD-CIK (e.g. (20-22, 24)). In our simulation, the KPDI of 

the LD (23) is less than the KDPI of the corresponding DD-CIK in 85% of the cases. 

Figure S5 in the supporting information also shows that the average KPDI of the LD is 

substantially less than that of the DD-CIK, which assures that the waitlist benefits in 

respect to the average quality of donations. It would be possible to constrain the 

simulation so that the LD KDPI is always less than or equal to the KDPI of the DD-CIK 

or to put in other limitations. Such constraints should be balanced against the consequent 

loss in number of transplants achieved. 

We have placed the DD-CIK priority after allocation to multi-organ, highly sensitized 

and zero mismatch candidates, but just above the allocation to adults in the local DSA as 

proposed in (20).  If this priority were to be added to the allocation sequence like other 

allocations above the local level, then as for 0MM transplants, there would be no adult in 

the local DSA from whom this organ has been “taken” (20). 

We have not incorporated a renege rate for the LD corresponding to the DD-CIK.  Based 

on published estimates of renege rates in (26), we would expect the renege rate to be 

relatively small, especially since the donation to the waitlist is intended to be completed 
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within days. If there were a renege rate of 2%, say, then the number of additional 

transplants in Table 4 would be reduced by about 2% of the DD-CIK transplants.  Such a 

reneges could be balanced by early allocation of a bridge donor or NDD to the waitlist. 

The OPTN article (21) outlines three approaches to deceased donor initiated chains. In a 

Candidate-Driven KPD Chain, the candidate donor pair agree to participate and the 

candidate is given high priority on the waitlist. After the candidate is transplanted, the 

donor enters the KPDP match runs and begins a chain ending with a donation to the 

waitlist. In a List Exchange KPD Chain, a candidate’s LD first initiates a chain and then 

the candidate is entered into the waitlist with high priority.  The approach we have taken 

is closest to the Donor-Driven KPD chain whereby a candidate agrees to a DD-CIK 

transplant after which the candidate’s LD begins a chain ending in a donation to the 

waitlist.

In summary, we have shown that strategies that would divert some DD kidneys to serve 

as DD-CIKs in a KPDP have the potential to substantially increase the number of 

transplants achieved in the KPDP and overall logistical issues with implementing a 

strategy such as this are of course crucial and these would need to be worked through in 

order to implement a real-world approach. 
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Distribution of CPRA in the KPDP over time is presented for KPD&DD and 

KPD-only strategies. Candidates whose CPRA is > 98% are excluded from this figure. 

(On average there are about 119 candidates with CPRA >98% in the initial mature pool.) 

Results are for an initial pool size of 400 and an untransplanted departure rate of 0.0005 

per day. In 1a, results are averaged across simulations including NDD arrival rates of 12, 

36 or 60 per year and delay times of 0, 3 or 6 months. In 1b, results are averaged across 

all simulations including pair arrival rates of 365 or 730 per year and NDD arrival rates 

of 12, 36 or 60 per year. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of Blood Type in the KPDP over time is presented for KPD&DD 

and KPD only strategies. Candidates whose CPRA is larger than 97 are excluded from 

this figure. (On average there are about 119 candidates with CPRA ≥98% in the initial 

mature pool.) Results are for an initial pool size of 400 and an untransplanted pair 

departure rate of 0.0005 per day. In 2a, results are averaged across simulations including 

NDD arrival rates of 12, 36 or 60 per year and delay times of 0, 3 or 6 months. In 2b, 

results are averaged across all simulations including pair arrival rates of 365 or 730 per 

year and NDD arrival rates of 12, 26 or 60 per year.

Figure 2: Average cumulative numbers of transplants to KPDP candidates by LDs, DDs, 

chains and cycles over time for KPD&DD and KPD only strategies with an initial pool 

size of 400 and untransplanted pair departure rate of 0.0005 per day. In 3a, results are 

averaged across simulations including 365 or 730 pair arrivals per year and delay times of 

0, 1, 3, 6 or 12 months. In 3b, results are averaged across all simulations including 36 or 

60 NDDs per year and delay times of 0, 1, 3, 6 or 12 months.

Figure 3: Average Kaplan-Meier estimates for KPDP candidate wait times categorized by 

CPRA (Figure 4a) and candidate blood type (Figure 4b) for KPD&DD and KPD-only 

strategies. Results are for an initial pool size of 400, an untransplanted departure rate of 

0.0005 per day, pair arrival rate of 365 per year and a delay time of 3 months.  Results are 

averaged over NDD arrival rates of 12, 36, 60 per year.
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Table 1: Match failure probability considered in the simulations. These include a baseline probability or 

rate that depends on CPRA plus an additional baseline (BL) amount that is constant across CPRA values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Baseline values are taken 

from Ashlagi et al (9). 

** Exception:  BL+0.5 for an A 

candidate with CPRA≤85% and an O donor  

 Match Failure probability  

CPRA 

Level 

Baseline 

(BL)* 

Living Donor 

Transplant 

(BL+ 0.1) 

DD-CIK 

transplant** 

(BL+0.2) 

75-100 0.5 0.6 0.7 

50-74 0.35 0.45 0.55 

25-49 0.2 0.3 0.4 

0-24 0.05 0.15 0.25 
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Table 2.  Summary of the sequence of steps carried out in order each day for each KPD&DD simulation. 

All steps except step 3 are also carried out in each KPD-only simulation.    
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Table 3: Average distribution of candidates’ blood type and CPRA in an initial mature pool of size 400 

and APKD database. 

KPDP 

candidate 

population 

candidate blood type 

distribution (%) 
candidate CPRA distribution (%) 

O B A AB 0-30 31-85 86-97 98-100 

initial mature  

pool 

67.3 11.9 18.5 2.3 34.7 18.3 17.3 29.7 

APKD 

database 

61.3 13.2 23.5 2.0 43.1 22.9 15.3 18.7 
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Table 5: Blood types of DD-CIKs directed to KPDP and of the corresponding LD donating to the DSA 

tabulated by the delay time (the time from entry of a pair to the KPDP until the candidate is eligible for 

DD-CIK transplant). Results are for an initial pool size of 400 and untransplanted departure rate of 

0.0005 per day; and are averaged across simulations including pair arrival rates of 365 or 730 per year 

and NDD arrival rates of 12, 36 or 60 per year. 

delay 

(months) 

deceased 

donor 

blood type 

living donor blood type 

O B A AB Sum 

1 

O 115.4 81.3 305.2 28.9 530.8 

B 7.8 9.5 13.5 11.5 42.3 

A 8.6 4.3 20.7 14.9 48.5 

AB 1.1 0.6 1.4 1.7 4.7 

Sum 132.8 95.8 340.8 57 626.4 

3 

O 84.9 67.9 281 27.7 461.6 

B 4.6 7.1 8.4 10.2 30.5 

A 5.4 2.2 15.6 12.9 36.1 

AB 0.4 0.4 1 1.4 3.2 

Sum 95.4 77.6 306.1 52.2 531.3 

6 

O 62.4 56.1 244.1 25 387.8 

B 2.9 5.6 6.2 9.3 24.2 

A 3 1.5 11.9 10.5 26.9 

AB 0.3 0.2 0.8 1.2 2.4 

Sum 68.7 63.5 263.1 46 441.2 

12 

O 37.9 37.1 180.2 19.6 274.8 

B 1.4 3.4 3.3 7 15.1 

A 1.5 0.7 6.4 7.2 15.7 

AB 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8 1.8 
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Table 6: Median waiting time in days (MWT) and percent transplanted at 200 days (%Tx) in the 

KPDP for initial pool size of 400 and withdrawal rate of 0.0005 per day, 365 arrivals per year, 

delay time of 3 months, and averaged over other variables.  

 

type method 
Candidate Blood Type Candidate CPRA 

O B A AB 0-20 21-40 41-60 61-80] 81-97 

MWT 

KPD-only >730 33.0 27.0 48.0 511.0 96.0 147.0 164.0 >730 

KPD&DD 91.0 37.0 29.0 177.0 90.0 80.0 90.0 93.0 145.0 

%Tx 

KPD-only 25% 68% 73% 55% 40% 54% 53% 52% 27% 
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